1977 Excalibur Series 5 - Roadster
Roadster

Price

USD 67 690
EUR 59 950 (listed)

Year of manufacture

1977

Mileage

45 796 mi /
73 702 km

Gearbox

Automatic

Number of doors
Performance

2

Drive
Condition

Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

White

Car type

168 kW / 229 PS /
226 BHP

Drivetrain

LHD

Convertible /
Roadster

2wd

Description
Model year: 1977
Number of cylinders: 8
Engine capacity: 7.400 cc
Reference number: 2985
Registration number: 2985
1977 Excalibur Series III
Completly assembled by hand!
The Excalibur is a first-class road machine, and is also considered as very exclusive.
Handcrafted in Milwaukee, United States.
1979 was also the last production year for the series III and the last year the big motors were
installed.
The Excalibur is powered with a 454cui 7.4 liter V8 engine from Chevrolet
This powerful engine runs perfectly and the automatic transmission shifts comfortably.
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So every ride is just fun again,
The paint is in a perfect condition, and the matching tan leather interior is very well maintained also.
The Excalibur is equipped with: Aluminum bumpers, automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, adjustable steering wheel, chrome wheels, 2 chrome spare wheels, airconditioning, and a
Phaeton suitcase.
The Excalibur is elegant, exclusive and very extraordinary, which makes it very popular
therefore a real unique piece for classic car lovers , and collectors.
If we have piqued your interest, just contact us and we will be happy to answer your further
questions.
For more information you should contact us.
US Import, This car already has been imported in the European Union.
All import taxes and fees are already paid for.
The car has a US Title and EU Customs documents.
We can organize transport for you.
Legal information / liability
Alltough we create the ads with care, the information is provided without guarantee, input errors
exist, subject to prior sale.
The information on these pages is not guaranteed.
Errors and changes are expressly reserved.
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